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Welcome
Global Village English Centre’s first school was 
established in 1979. We now have four schools in 
Canada - Toronto, Vancouver, Victoria, Calgary - 
and one in Hawaii, USA. 

Our schools have their own characteristics, but 
share the common English education philosophy 
“Serious Learning, Serious Fun!”  

We encourage students to participate in a variety 
of activities while improving their level of day-to-
day and academic English.

MEMBERSHIPS & ACCREDITATIONS

CLICK TO VIEW IMAGE GALLERY
ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAMS

TEEN ACTIVITY PROGRAM (TAP)



Life at GV

ACTIVITES

ACCOMMODATION OPTIONS

HOMESTAY

ALTERNATIVE ACCOMMODATION

Do you want to stay with an English speaking 
family? GV’s accomodation departments ensure 
timely, effective service. GV homestay provides 
a safe, friendly and secure environment for 
students, while giving them the opportunity to 
experience and enjoy the local culture.

CLICK TO VIEW IMAGE GALLERY



GV VANCOUVER
explore | connect | inspire

WELCOME TO GV VANCOUVER, one of Canada’s largest and most reputable 
private English schools. As soon as you enter the campus you are immediately 
embraced by a dynamic community of bright, progressive people from around  
the world. The cosmopolitan Vancouver setting offers magnificent sea-to-sky vistas  
of the Pacific Ocean, towering snow- capped mountains and verdant forests. 

www.gvenglish.com/vancouver

ABOUT GV VANCOUVER STUDENT PROFILE

IMAGE 
GALLERY



GV TORONTO

AT GV TORONTO, we’re all about your experience of a lifetime. This means 
new international friends, improved speaking ability and confidence, and new 
opportunities for your future. Celebrating 36 years of student success stories, 
we invite you to come and experience the same amazing teachers and friendly 
customer service staff in our newly renovated facility! 

www.gvenglish.com/toronto

ABOUT GV TORONTO STUDENT PROFILE

IMAGE 
GALLERY

build | strengthen | influence



GV CALGARY

GV CALGARY is a modern, energetic city known for its friendly people and for 
providing an excellent quality of life. GV students experience the great community 
spirit in their classes where they make new friends from around the world. GV 
Calgary teachers are driven to help students succeed in their English studies. Helping 
you achieve your academic goals is our mission. Our school, which is located in 
premium facilities in the heart of downtown, reflects the pirit of Calgary which is safe, 
broadly tolerant and authentically Canadian. Calgary is infused with the spirit of the 
outdoors and is just 90 minutes away from the awesome Rocky Mountains.

www.gvenglish.com/calgary

ABOUT GV TORONTO STUDENT PROFILE

IMAGE 
GALLERY

grow | gather | generate



GV VICTORIA

AT GV VICTORIA, students are surrounded by historic architecture in the heart of 
lively downtown, within walking distance to the scenic inner harbour and beaches 
with snow-capped mountain views. Gourmet restaurants, world-famous museums, 
stunning gardens, and breathtaking whale-watching tours are just some of the 
exciting adventures that await at GV Victoria!

www.gvenglish.com/victoria

ABOUT GV TORONTO STUDENT PROFILE

IMAGE 
GALLERY

retreat | resolve | reflect



GV HAWAII

WELCOME TO GV HAWAII, where students excel academically in what can 
only be describedas paradise. GV Hawaii delivers a quality educational experience to 
students from across the globe. Once you join our family, your English will rapidly 
improve on our warm, safe, and friendly island. At GV Hawaii, you will achieve 
your educational goals, have unforgettable adventures, and leave with wonderful 
memories and Aloha. 

www.gvenglish.com/hawaii

ABOUT GV TORONTO STUDENT PROFILE

IMAGE 
GALLERY

excel | achieve | lead



Vancouver | Toronto | Calgary | Victoria | Hawaii

GV360º VIRTUAL TOURS  
www.gvenglish.com/Virtual_Tour

https://www.facebook.com/GlobalVillageVancouver

https://www.facebook.com/GlobalVillageToronto

https://www.facebook.com/GlobalVillageCalgary

https://www.facebook.com/gvvictoria

https://www.facebook.com/GVHawaiiOhana

https://www.facebook.com/gvenglishcentres

Please don’t forget to Like us!

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK

APPLY NOW!
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Association of 
Language Travel 
Organisations

International Association  
of Language Centres

Languages Canada

International English 
Language Testing System

British Columbia Education 
Quality Assurance

Imagine Education  
au/in Canada

Accrediting Council for  
Continuing Education & Training

Teachers of English to  
Speakers of Other Languages

Association of  
International Educators

American Association of 
Intensive English Programs

Cambridge English  
Language Assessment

EACH GLOBAL VILLAGE SCHOOL strives to offer the highest quality 
education at a level that is recognized globally. Our schools meet the most 
stringent standards both locally and internationally so that our students can 
have the confidence that their assessment will be recognized, regardless 
of where they choose to live and work. This assurance can only come from 
choosing schools that are committed to quality - a commitment that can be 
seen in the number of memberships and accreditations that we hold.  
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GENERAL 
ENGLISH PROGRAM

CANADA

Standard
20  

lessons per week
core curriculum

Intensive
25  

lessons per week
includes 1 option

Super Intensive
30  

lessons per week
includes 2 options

HAWAII

16  
lessons per week

Monday – Thursday

2O  
lessons per week
Monday – Friday

25  
lessons per week
Monday – Friday
includes 1 option

Student Visa required

CANADA STUDY BLOCK  
START DATES

January 19, February 16 (Vancouver, 
Victoria), February 17 (Toronto, 
Calgary), March 16, April 13, May 11, 
June 8, July 6, August 4, August  31, 
September 28, October 26, 
November 23, December 21 

HAWAII STUDY BLOCK 
START DATES

January 20, February 17, March 16, 
April 13, May 11, June 8, July 6, 
August 3, August 31, September 28, 
October 26, November 23,  
December 21 
*Students can start each week

2015 
START DATES
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Global Village English Centre’s first school was 
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Canada - Toronto, Vancouver, Victoria, Calgary - 
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
PROGRAMS

ENGLISH FOR  
ACADEMIC PREP (EAP)
PATHWAYS & PARTNERSHIPS

Preparing for university demands a high level of academic English. This involves 

developing a strong command of academic reading, note taking and lecture 

skills, and of course, academic writing and research skills. The best way to 

demonstrate a high level of academic English is to measure these skills against 

an internationally recognized assessment exam. The International English 

Language Testing System (IELTS) is known as the world’s language proficiency 

test because it is so widely used by institutions of higher learning in Canada, the 

UK, Australia, New Zealand, the United States and around the world.

The GV EAP program (Canada only) helps students prepare the skills they 

need for entering university. Each school has a wide variety of specially 

designed elective classes which focus on study skills, note-taking, 

presentation, academic writing and research. Students who successfully 

complete this program will be ready to succeed at university. GV has 

pathway and partnership agreements with quality post-secondary 

institutions in Canada and the USA.  Students can receive counselling and 

assistance with university and college applications.

• Accounting
• Animation
• Business 

Management
• Communications
• Computer 

Information Systems
• Education
• Engineering
• Environment
• Executive Education
• Food Service
• Graphic Design
• Health Sciences

• Hotel/Restaurant 
Operations

• Human Resources
• Illustration
• Kinesiology
• Leadership
• Liberal Arts
• Marketing
• MBA
• New Media Arts
• Nursing
• Travel & Tourism

SAMPLE UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

8  
high schools

4  
vocational 

schools

18  
universities 

9  
colleges 

SAMPLE PATHWAYS AND PARTNERSHIPS
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ENGLISH FOR 
BUSINESS

ENGLISH FOR BUSINESS (CANADA) 
BUSINESS ENGLISH PROGRAM (HAWAII)

In the world of international business, English skills have become the key 
to global communication. For students aspiring to a career in international 
business, or for students advancing an existing career, a sound grasp of 
English is essential. GV offers a choice of English for Business courses available 
full-time, part-time or as an option, depending on the course. 

 
In the GV English for Business courses,  
some of the topics covered are:
• effective written and spoken  

business communication skills
• vocabulary for business functions
• international business culture
• marketing, sales, and branding
• entrepreneurship and investing
• negotiations

CAMBRIDGE BUSINESS 
ENGLISH
Business English Certificate (BEC) 
– Vantage
• 25 lessons per week, 8 weeks at 

GV Toronto  
(GV Vancouver & GV Hawaii 
exam only)

• Review key language structures 
required  
in business

• Realistic language tasks 
enhancing proficiency  
in professional contexts,  
such as: 

 - chairing meetings
 - creating marketing materials

Cambridge BEC

25  
lessons/week

8  
weeks 

GV  
Toronto 
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ENGLISH +
Have you thought about combining 
English study with something that  
will improve your career – or enhance 
your life? (Minimum Age 16)

SPORTS
• Surfing : GV Hawaii
• Hockey: GV Toronto, GV Vancouver
• Golf, Tennis: GV Toronto
• Winter Sports: GV Calgary
• Climbing Skills & Ascent: GV 

Vancouver

CULTURE
• Dancing: GV Toronto
• Hula: GV Hawaii
• Ukulele: GV Hawaii
• Floral Design: GV Toronto  

(Minimum Age 18)

VOLUNTEER  (MINIMUM AGE 19)
• Wilderness Volunteer: GV Victoria
• Nature Conservation:  

GV Vancouver, GV Calgary, GV Victoria
• Volunteer Internship: GV Toronto
• Events: GV Victoria
• NGO/NPO: GV Victoria 

LEISURE ACTIVITIES
• 50+: GV Victoria
• Fitness: GV Hawaii
• Yoga: GV Hawaii, GV Victoria
• Baking: GV Toronto

MINIMUM AGE

16 
years old
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TEEN ACTIVITY 
PROGRAM (TAP)

MINIMUM AGE

12* 
years old 

(*minimum age 14  
at GV Calgary)

The Teen Activity Program combines classroom English 
lessons with integrated daily activities. This excellent 
program offers young learners a safe, diverse and 
challenging environment in which to grow and learn.

TAP FEATURES
• English immersion classes (AM)
• Cultural & recreational activities (PM)
• Homestay with full board
• Airport transfers
• Excursions
• Orientation and tour

This program combines focused morning classes with action-packed afternoon 
and weekend activities and excursions. From carefully screened homestay 
families to supervised activities, we spare no effort to create the safest possible 
conditions so that each student can make the most out of their once-in-a-
lifetime experience. This program is the best choice for teenagers willing to 
learn or improve their English in the morning while enjoying afternoon activities  
and excursions.

Additional juniors programs are available (high school preparation, high school 
experience, etc.). Please contact schools for details.

MORNING

Functional English

Communicative Grammar

Speaking & Listening 
Activities

AFTERNOON/WEEKEND

Sports Activities  
(eg. Canoeing, Volleyball, Surfing)

Cultural Tours  
(eg. Museums, Art Galleries)

Trips  
(eg. Niagara Falls, Water Park, 
Banff)

SAMPLE SCHEDULE



Life at GV

ACTIVITES

ACCOMMODATION OPTIONS

HOMESTAY

ALTERNATIVE ACCOMMODATION

Do you want to stay with an English speaking 
family? GV’s accomodation departments ensure 
timely, effective service. GV homestay provides 
a safe, friendly and secure environment for 
students, while giving them the opportunity to 
experience and enjoy the local culture.

CLICK TO VIEW IMAGE GALLERY

THAT’S WHAT THE GV EXPERIENCE IS ALL ABOUT - 
SERIOUS LEARNING, SERIOUS FUN!

ACTIVITIES

SERIOUS LEARNING, SERIOUS FUN! 
As part of our GV 360° Personal Care 
service, we offer students at least 
20 exciting and truly memorable 
activities each month.

Our Activity Coordinators take great pride in organ-izing these culturally 
enriching experiences that will demonstrate the uniqueness of each school’s 
location.

Each month a new creative calendar will be posted in each GV school, so you 
can see the full range and diversity each school has to offer.

While you are taking part in these carefully planned activities, you and 
your fellow students from around the world will be able to practice your 
communication skills developed in the classrooms and have a great time, too.

 GV 360º  
PERSONAL CARE

20+  
memorable  

activities/month

CLICK TO VIEW IMAGE GALLERY
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ACCOMMODATION TYPE VANCOUVER TORONTO CALGARY VICTORIA HAWAII

Homestay – Full Board – Single Room P P P P P

Homestay – Full Board – Double Room P P P P

Homestay – Half Board – Single Room P P

Homestay – Half Board – Double Room P P

Roomstay P P P P P

Executive Full Board P P P P

Furnished Apartment/Guest Suite P P P P P

Hotel P P P

Residence P P P

Dormitory P

Hostel P

ACCOMMODATION 
OPTIONS
ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT STEPS in planning any 
study abroad experience is deciding where you will live while 
you study. That is why GV specializes in finding the right 
solution for our students. Whether you want to live with a host 
family or stay in a residence, we have plenty of options to fit 
your expectations. 
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HOMESTAY
Please Note: Students must arrive no  
earlier than Saturday and leave no  
later than Sunday. 

Single person bookings not accepted for double rooms. 
Students under 18 years old in Vancouver, Calgary, and Victoria have a surcharge of $60 per 28 
days on single and double rooms/person. 
Students under 18 years old in Toronto have a surcharge of $30 per 28 days on single and 
double rooms/person. 
Students under 18 years old in Hawaii have a surcharge of $30 per week on homestay or 
roomstay.

• Wireless internet 

• Average distance to school 40 – 60 minutes by public transit

• Monthly transit passes available – see www.gvenglish.com for details

• Single and Double rooms available –  depending on location

• Full Board, Halfboard and Roomstay available – depending on location 

• Executive homestay available –  depending on location

AVERAGE DISTANCE 
TO SCHOOL

40-60 
minutes

Executive Homestay 
all meals, private tv, private bathroom

HOMESTAY 
FULL BOARD 

all meals

HOMESTAY 
HALFBOARD 

breakfast/ 
dinner

ROOMSTAY 
no meals



Life at GV
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HOMESTAY

ALTERNATIVE ACCOMMODATION

Do you want to stay with an English speaking 
family? GV’s accomodation departments ensure 
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students, while giving them the opportunity to 
experience and enjoy the local culture.
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Depending on the location, GV Accommodation also provides non-homestay 
services such as student residences, apartments, hostels and a variety of 
condominiums. For pricing details, please see  www.gvenglish.com. 

Please contact the schools at the following email addresses to check availability:

vancouver@gvenglish.com

toronto@gvenglish.com

calgary@gvenglish.com

victoria@gvenglish.com

hawaii@gvenglish.com

ALTERNATIVE 
ACCOMMODATION



GV VANCOUVER
explore | connect | inspire

WELCOME TO GV VANCOUVER, one of Canada’s largest and most reputable 
private English schools. As soon as you enter the campus you are immediately 
embraced by a dynamic community of bright, progressive people from around  
the world. The cosmopolitan Vancouver setting offers magnificent sea-to-sky vistas  
of the Pacific Ocean, towering snow- capped mountains and verdant forests. 

www.gvenglish.com/vancouver

ABOUT GV VANCOUVER STUDENT PROFILE

IMAGE 
GALLERY

ABOUT GV VANCOUVER
Global Village Vancouver specializes in General English and internationally-
recognized test preparation and assessments:  Cambridge ESOL & IELTS.  As soon 
as you enter the campus you are embraced by a dynamic community of bright 
progressive students and professionals from around the world keen on developing 
their language skills for their careers, further education or personal fulfillment.The 
school is comprehensive and vibrant.  The classes are small and personable.

AVERAGE CLASS SIZE

12 
students

MINIMUM AGE

16 
years old

AIRPORT 
DISTANCE

30  
minutes 

by car to the school

vancouver@gvenglish.com 

FOLLOW GV VANCOUVER:

VISIT WEBSITE

360° VIRTUAL TOUR

ENQUIRE NOW!
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WELCOME TO GV VANCOUVER, one of Canada’s largest and most reputable 
private English schools. As soon as you enter the campus you are immediately 
embraced by a dynamic community of bright, progressive people from around  
the world. The cosmopolitan Vancouver setting offers magnificent sea-to-sky vistas  
of the Pacific Ocean, towering snow- capped mountains and verdant forests. 
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ABOUT GV TORONTO
Global Village Toronto is one of the most established private English schools in 
Canada with over 35 years of experience. 

Our full-time dedicated staff has an average of 9 years’ experience working just 
at GV Toronto, so you can be confident we will be able to answer your questions 
well. It also shows our passion for teaching English and helping international 
students reach their goals in life.

AIRPORT 
DISTANCE

30  
minutes 

by car to the school

AVERAGE CLASS SIZE

12 
students

MINIMUM AGE

16 
years old

toronto@gvenglish.com 

FOLLOW GV TORONTO:

VISIT WEBSITE

360° VIRTUAL TOUR

ENQUIRE NOW!
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ABOUT GV CALGARY
Located in the heart of one of Canada’s most vibrant cities, GV Calgary is known 
for its great staff, the international community of its student body, and its stunning 
English school. We offer English classes in General ESL at eight levels and English 
courses in Business English, TESOL, and Cambridge First Certificate. As Calgary’s 
first IELTS Test Centre, we also have full-time as well as evening classes in IELTS 
preparation.

AVERAGE CLASS SIZE

12 
students

MINIMUM AGE

16 
years old

AIRPORT 
DISTANCE

25  
minutes 

by car to the school

calgary@gvenglish.com 

FOLLOW GV CALGARY:

VISIT WEBSITE

360° VIRTUAL TOUR

ENQUIRE NOW!
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ABOUT GV VICTORIA
Located in the heart of one of Canada’s most vibrant cities, GV Calgary is known 
for its great staff, the international community of its student body, and its stunning 
English school. We offer English classes in General ESL at eight levels and English 
courses in Business English, TESOL, and Cambridge First Certificate. As Calgary’s 
first IELTS Test Centre, we also have full-time as well as evening classes in IELTS 
preparation.

AVERAGE CLASS SIZE

12 
students

MINIMUM AGE

16 
years old

AIRPORT 
DISTANCE

25  
minutes 

by car to the school

victoria@gvenglish.com 

FOLLOW GV VICTORIA:

VISIT WEBSITE

360° VIRTUAL TOUR

ENQUIRE NOW!
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WELCOME TO GV VANCOUVER, one of Canada’s largest and most reputable 
private English schools. As soon as you enter the campus you are immediately 
embraced by a dynamic community of bright, progressive people from around  
the world. The cosmopolitan Vancouver setting offers magnificent sea-to-sky vistas  
of the Pacific Ocean, towering snow- capped mountains and verdant forests. 
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ABOUT GV HAWAII
Global Village Hawaii is where ESL students excel academically in what can only 
be described as Paradise.  Global Village Hawaii delivers a first-rate educational 
experience to students from across the globe.  Once you join our family, your 
English will rapidly improve on our warm, safe, and friendly island.  At Global 
Village Hawaii, you will achieve your educational goals, have unforgettable 
adventures, and leave filled with memories and Aloha.

AVERAGE CLASS SIZE

11 
students

MINIMUM AGE

16 
years old

AIRPORT 
DISTANCE

20  
minutes 

by car to the school

hawaii@gvenglish.com 

FOLLOW GV HAWAII:

VISIT WEBSITE

360° VIRTUAL TOUR

ENQUIRE NOW!



GV VICTORIA

AT GV VICTORIA, students are surrounded by historic architecture in the heart of 
lively downtown, within walking distance to the scenic inner harbour and beaches 
with snow-capped mountain views. Gourmet restaurants, world-famous museums, 
stunning gardens, and breathtaking whale-watching tours are just some of the 
exciting adventures that await at GV Victoria!

www.gvenglish.com/victoria

ABOUT GV TORONTO STUDENT PROFILE

IMAGE 
GALLERY

retreat | resolve | reflect

“ I like the international atmosphere at GV Victoria.  
Various leisure activities in this lovely city and its 
gorgeous surroundings make your stay entertaining 
and enjoyable!”

– Claudio Waser, Switzerland


